Proposal for standardization of flow cytometric reticulocyte maturity index (RMI) measurements.
Flow cytometric (FCM) reticulocyte analysis is more accurate, sensitive, and reproducible relative to previously employed manual microscopic methods in clinical laboratory hematology. FCM reticulocyte analysis using RNA binding fluorochromes additionally allows for the quantification of fluorescence intensity or population distribution of the reticulocyte RNA content. Viewed from the perspective of erythroid maturation, quantification of the fluorescence intensity distribution provides a reticulocyte maturation index (RMI). We performed a systematic study of 18 different methods to express thiazole orange stained reticulocyte fluorescence intensity, compared to standard mean fluorescence intensity quantification, using 185 anemic and non-anemic human blood samples. The method best correlating with the mean fluorescence intensity RMI on 2 different FCM instruments (R2 = 0.93 and 0.86) was a ratio of the highly fluorescent reticulocytes, defined using a normal adult population, and the total number of reticulocytes (HFR%). In contrast to mean fluorescence intensity measurements, a HFR% RMI parameter can provide similar units of expression (0.01-1.00) with good correlation between different FCM instruments (R2 = 0.76). We conclude the HFR% method of RMI expression provides a superior means of interlaboratory standardization and clinical comprehension of this useful diagnostic parameter in clinical laboratory hematology.